Reducing Outpatient Late Charges
The Problem
In October of 2008 BIDMC had $7.6 million in Late Charges (over 7,500 late charge bills
representing more than 24,000 charges) for outpatient services. The Impact:
¾ Increases the risk of non-payment, elongates the lag time for receiving payment from
payers, requires significant manual effort to get late charges submitted/paid, charges
submitted late creates false budget variances
¾ Late Charge problem discussed without a common understanding of what a late charge is
and how a late charge occurs
¾ No automated report available to identify areas for opportunity, required significant manual
effort
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Aim/Goal
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Reduce late charges by partnering with outpatient departments to provide a universal
understanding of late charges, the fiscal impact to the Medical Center, complete root cause
analysis to identify process or systems changes that would minimize the occurrence of late
charges. Create standard reports that would identify areas for opportunities as well as track and
trend progress.
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The Team
The Team: Beth O’Toole, Sr. Director Revenue Cycle Management, Amy B Goldman,
Director Ambulatory Systems & Training, Charmaine Massey, Ambulatory Applications
Analyst
Project Sponsors: Steve Fischer, CFO, Jayne Sheehan, SVP Ambulatory & Emergency
Services
IS Partner: Larry Markson, VP IS Clinical Development
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Established a project team, scoped the problem, identified a strategy for addressing,
presented to project sponsors for input and approval
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Met with outpatient departments to complete root cause analysis and identify systems
and workflow opportunities (eliminate hand offs and reduce charge entry lag time).
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Presented Late Charge project and Late Charge report to Senior Management,
Combined Directors and Ambulatory Operations Committees to educate and increase
awareness
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Common understanding of a problem and terminology is essential to problem solving
Including everyone doing the work leads to creative problem solving
Root cause analysis uncovered the following:
o The value of challenging the current state (“because we have always done it that
way” thinking)
o Best solutions include both systems and workflow changes and not one exclusively
o Showing people that small departmental actions/changes have profound, global fiscal
impact

Next Steps

Worked with IS to develop new Performance Manager report used to identify
opportunities by cost center as well as track and trend progress over time

Requested systems solution from Nuclear Medicine, Radiology, webOMR and CCC
programming that would transparently reduce the occurrence of late charges
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Lessons Learned

The Interventions
¾
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On-going performance measurement and monitoring by project team and outpatient
departments using published data.
Highlight best practices to encourage improvement in other areas
Utilize charge reconciliation tools, create tools where there are none
Continue to meet with outpatient areas to complete root cause analysis, identify workflow
and system opportunities
Engage Clinical Chiefs in the discussion as late charges are directly impacted by clinician
workflow/work style

For More Information Contact
Beth O’Toole, Sr. Director, Revenue Cycle Management
Amy B. Goldman, Director, Ambulatory Systems

